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A curation of positive economic related news in the vibrant Poulsbo area

Islander first in area to use new cancer treatment
Written by Leslie Kelly/Bainbridge Island Review
Sometimes the answer is in your own backyard—or very close by. When
Garret Ihler of Bainbridge Island learned last March that he had prostate
cancer, he went looking for the best possible treatment. As a former professor
of medicine at Texas A&M University, he recalled reading something about a
new procedure called SpaceOAR on a website called MedPage. So he began
researching where he could get that treatment. He found the answer just
minutes away at the Peninsula Cancer Center in Poulsbo . . . . continue
reading
Washington Tractor to Tell Their Brand and Customer Stories Through
Video Storytelling
Written by Accesswire via Yahoo Finance
Washington Tractor, the premiere John Deere dealer group with 12
convenient locations throughout Washington State, announced that they hired
legendary storytelling videographer Charley Voorhis to tell the history of the
company. . .continue reading
Ponds, water features topic of master gardeners presentation Thursday
in Port Angeles
Written by Peninsula Daily News
Nursery owner Jan Bahr will present information about water features, water
gardens and fish ponds a noon Thursday. . .Bahr is a certified professional
horticulturalist. For 30 years, she has owned and operated Roadhouse
Nursery in Poulsbo, where she has sold water garden plants and supplies for
28 years. . . continue reading
Poulsbo’s Viking Avenue seeing rebound
Written by Tad Sooter/Kitsap Sun
It’s taken time, but more drivers are rolling into ABRA Auto Body and glass on
Viking Avenue. The shop struggled to get to noticed when it opened in a
former Courtesy Chevrolet building in 2013. “It’s been a slow grind, but it’s
picking up for sure,” manager Jason Hunt said Friday. Picking up in part
because life has returned to the properties that once made up Courtesy Auto
Group’s Poulsbo empire. The final Courtesy Auto dealership closed in 2011
and the land slid into receivership, leaving large chunks of Viking Avenue
vacant. Since then, all six Courtesy Auto properties have sold, freeing space
for new businesses to . . . continue reading
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